Computer Usage Policy

CSL Computers

- The Computers in the debriefing rooms, task trainer room, exam rooms and in the hallways
  Outside the exam rooms are there to facilitate learning (i.e. Video review/debriefing, presentations, electronic health record, assessment checklists and post encounter notes). The Computer systems are not to be used for personal leisure or business. This includes, but not limited to: social media, personal email, other business entity work, identified gaming websites, pornographic materials, banking or other business not related to the CSL.
- Learners should not be using the Computers or teleconference equipment in the room without advanced permission and coordination with the simulation staff.

Control Station Computers

- The Computers located outside the simulation rooms and in the control room are there exclusively to operate the AV and assessment system. These Computers require an UVMNetID for log in.
- The Computer systems are not to be used for personal leisure or business. This includes, but not limited to: social media, personal email, other business entity work, identified gaming websites, pornographic materials, banking or other business not related to the CSL.
- Any use is subject to campus policies and practices concerning electronic Communication http://www.uvm.edu/policies/cit/LCOMpuse.pdf.